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Abstract. Generalizing earlier works of Delbaen & Haezendonck [5] as well as [18] and
[16] for given compound mixed renewal process S under a probability measure P , we
characterize all those probability measures Q on the domain of P such that Q and P
are progressively equivalent and S remains a compound mixed renewal process under
Q with improved properties. As a consequence, we prove that any compound mixed
renewal process can be converted into a compound mixed Poisson process through a
change of measures. Applications related to the ruin problem and to the computation of
premium calculation principles in an insurance market without arbitrage opportunities
are discussed in [26] and [27], respectively.
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1. Introduction
A basic method in mathematical finance is to replace the original probability measure
with an equivalent martingale measure, sometimes called a risk-neutral measure. This
measure is used for pricing and hedging given contingent claims (e.g. options, futures, etc.).
In contrast to the situation of the classical Black-Scholes option pricing formula, where
the equivalent martingale measure is unique, in actuarial mathematics that is certainly
not the case.
The above fact was pointed out by Delbaen & Haezendonck in their pioneering paper
[5], as the authors “tried to create a mathematical framework to deal with finance related
to risk processes” in the frame of classical Risk Theory. Thus, they were confronted with
the problem of characterizing all equivalent martingale measures Q such that a compound
Poisson process under an original measure P remains a compound Poisson one under Q.
Delbaen & Haezendonck answered to the positive the previous problem in [5], and applied
their results to the theory of premium calculation principles (see also [6] for an overview).
The method provided by [5] has been successfully applied to many areas of insurance
mathematics such as pricing (re-)insurance contracts (Holtan [11], Haslip & Kaishev [10]),
simulation of ruin probabilities (Boogaert & De Waegenaere [1]), risk capital allocation
(Yu et al. [29]), pricing CAT derivatives (Geman & Yor [9], Embrechts & Meister [7]).
However, there is one vital point about the (compound) Poisson processes which is
their greatest weakness as far as practical applications are considered, and this is the fact
that the variance is a linear function of time t. The latter consideration, together with
some interesting real-life cases of interest in Risk Theory, which show that the interarrival
times process associated with a counting process remain independent but the exponential
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interarrival time distribution does not fit well into the observed data (cf. e.g. Chen et al.
[2] and Wang et al. [28]) motivated Macheras & Tzaninis [18] to generalize the Delbaen
& Haezendonck characterization for the more general renewal risk model (also known as
the Sparre Andersen model).
In reality, risk portfolios are inhomogeneous and they can be seen as a mixture of
smaller homogeneous portfolios which can be identified by the realization of a random
variable (or a random vector) Θ. The latter interpretation leads to the notion of mixed
counting processes. Based on that Meister [19], and latter on (in a more general setup)
Lyberopoulos & Macheras [16], generalized the Delbaen & Haezendonck characterization
for the more general class of compound mixed Poisson processes, and applied their results
to pricing CAT futures and to the theory of premium calculation principles, respectively.
Even though (compound) mixed Poisson processes provide a better practical model
than the (compound) Poisson ones, their variance includes a quadratic term t2, which
is of importance only for large values of t. The latter, together with the fact that any
(compound) mixed Poisson process is a Markov one, indicates the need for a proper gener-
alization. In an effort to overcome these deficiencies, to allow more fluctuation and to step
away from a Markovian environment, we consider the mixed renewal risk model. Since
the mixed renewal risk model is strictly more comprising than the mixed Poisson one, the
question whether the corresponding characterizations provided in Delbaen & Haezendonck
[5], Lyberopoulos & Macheras [16] and [18] can be extended to the more general mixed
renewal risk model naturally arises, and it is precisely this problem the paper deals with.
In particular, if the process S is a compound mixed renewal process under the probabil-
ity measure P , it would be interesting to characterize all probability measures Q being
progressively equivalent to P and converting S into a compound mixed Poisson process
under Q.
Since conditioning is involved in the definition of compound mixed renewal processes
(CMRPs for short), it is natural to expect that the notion of regular conditional probabil-
ities plays an essential role for the investigation of CMRPs. For this reason, we first give
in Section 3 a characterization of CMRPs via regular conditional probabilities, see Propo-
sition 3.3, which serves as a useful preparatory tool for the proofs of our results. Next, we
prove the one direction of the desired characterization, see Proposition 3.9, which provides
a characterization and an explicit calculation of Radon-Nikody´m derivatives dQ{dP for
well known cases in insurance mathematics, see Example 3.12. The arguments used in the
proof of Proposition 3.9 differ from those in the proofs of [5], Proposition 2.1, and [16],
Proposition 3.4, respectively, as a (mixed) renewal process does not have in general (con-
ditionally) stationary and independent increments. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that
we prove our results avoiding a well-known backward Markovisation technique appearing
in e.g. [22], Section 8.3.1.
In Section 4, we first construct the canonical probability spaces admitting CMRPs,
see Proposition 4.1. The latter result along with Proposition 3.9, is required for the de-
sired characterization, in terms of regular conditional probabilities, of all those measures
Q which are progressively equivalent to an original probability measure P , such that a
CMRP under P remains a CMRP under Q, see Theorem 4.5. Note that the main results
of [18], Theorem 3.1, and of [16], Theorem 4.3, follow as special instances of Theorem 4.5,
see Remarks 4.6 and 4.9, respectively. Another consequence of Theorem 4.5 is that any
CMRP can be converted into a compound mixed Poisson one through a change of mea-
sures technique, by choosing the “correct” Radon-Nikody´m derivative, see Corollary 4.8.
For applications of Theorem 4.5 to a characterization of equivalent martingale measures
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for CMRPs, and to the pricing of actuarial risks (premium calculation principles) in an
insurance market possessing the property of no free lunch with vanishing risk we refer to
[27]. Finally, for applications of Theorem 4.5 to the ruin problem for CMRPs we refer to
[26].
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, pΩ,Σ,P q is a fixed but arbitrary prob-
ability space. The symbol L1pP q stands for the family of all real-valued P–integrable
functions on Ω. Functions that are P–a.s. equal are not identified. We denote by σpGq
the σ–algebra generated by a family G of subsets of Ω. Given a topology T on Ω we write
BpΩq for its Borel σ–algebra on Ω, i.e. the σ–algebra generated by T. Our measure
theoretic terminology is standard and generally follows [3]. For the definitions of real-
valued random variables and random variables we refer to [3], p. 308. We apply notation
PX :“ PXpθq :“ Kpθq to mean that X is distributed according to the law Kpθq, where
θ P D Ď Rd (d P N) is the parameter of the distribution. We denote again by Kpθq the
distribution function induced by the probability distribution Kpθq. Notation Gapb, aq,
where a, b P p0,8q, stands for the law of gamma distribution (cf. e.g. [23], p. 180). In
particular, Gapb, 1q “ Exppbq stands for the law of exponential distribution. For two
real-valued random variables X and Y we write X “ Y P–a.s. if tX ‰ Y u is a P–null set.
If A Ď Ω, then Ac :“ ΩzA, while χA denotes the indicator (or characteristic) function of
the set A. For a map f : D ÝÑ E and for a non-empty set A Ď D we denote by f æ A
the restriction of f to A. We write EP rX | Fs for a version of a conditional expectation
(under P ) of X P L1pP q given a σ–subalgebra F of Σ. For X :“ χE P L1pP q with E P Σ
we set P pE | Fq :“ EP rχE | Fs. For the unexplained terminology of Probability and Risk
Theory we refer to [23].
Given two measurable spaces pΩ,Σq and pΥ,Hq, a function k from Ω ˆH into r0, 1s is
a Σ–H–Markov kernel if it has the following properties:
(k1) The set-function B ÞÝÑ kpω,Bq is a probability measure on H for any fixed ω P Ω.
(k2) The function ω ÞÝÑ kpω,Bq is Σ–measurable for any fixed B P H.
In particular, given a real-valued random variable X on Ω and a d–dimensional random
vector Θ on Ω, a conditional distribution of X over Θ is a σpΘq–B–Markov kernel
denoted by PX|Θ :“ PX|σpΘq and satisfying for each B P B condition
PX|Θp‚, Bq “ P pX´1rBs | σpΘqqp‚q P æ σpΘq–a.s..
Clearly, for every Bd–B–Markov kernel k, the map KpΘq from ΩˆB into r0, 1s defined
by means of
KpΘqpω,Bq :“ pkp‚, Bq ˝Θqpωq for any pω,Bq P Ω ˆB
is a σpΘq–B–Markov kernel. Then for θ “ Θpωq with ω P Ω the probability measures
kpθ, ‚q are distributions on B and so we may write Kpθqp‚q instead of kpθ, ‚q. Conse-
quently, in this case KpΘq will be denoted by KpΘq.
For any real–valued random variables X,Y on Ω we say that PX|Θ and PY |Θ are P æ
σpΘq–equivalent and we write PX|Θ “ PY |Θ P æ σpΘq–a.s., if there exists a P–null set
M P σpΘq such that for any ω R M and B P B the equality PX|Θpω,Bq “ PY |Θpω,Bq
holds true.
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A sequence tVnunPN of real-valued random variables onΩ is P–conditionally (stochas-
tically) independent over σpΘq, if for each n P N with n ě 2 we have
P
` nč
k“1
tVk ď vku | σpΘq
˘ “ nź
k“1
P
`tVk ď vku | σpΘq˘ P æ σpΘq–a.s..
Furthermore, we say that tVnunPN is P–conditionally identically distributed over
σpΘq, if
P
`
F X V ´1k rBs
˘ “ P `F X V ´1m rBs˘
whenever k,m P N, F P σpΘq and B P B. We say that tVnunPN is P–conditionally
(stochastically) independent or identically distributed given Θ, if it is condition-
ally independent or identically distributed over the σ–algebra σpΘq.
For the rest of the paper we simply write “conditionally” in the place of “conditionally
given Θ whenever conditioning refers to Θ.
Remark 2.1. If the sequence tVnunPN is P–conditionally identically distributed, then it
is P–identically distributed.
In fact, for any n P N and B P B we have
PVnpBq “
ż
P pV ´1n rBs | Θq dP “
ż
P pV ´1
1
rBs | Θq dP “ PV1pBq,
where the second equality follows form the fact that tVnunPN is P–conditionally identically
distributed.
Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, pΥ,Hq :“ pp0,8q,BpΥ qq, pΞ,Zq :“ pD,BpDqq,
where D Ď Rd (d P N), and Θ is a d–dimensional random vector on Ω with values on D.
3. Compound Mixed Renewal Processes and Progressively Equivalent
Measures
We first recall some additional background material, needed in this section.
A family N :“ tNtutPR` of random variables from pΩ,Σq into pR,BpRqq is called a
counting process if there exists a P–null set ΩN P Σ such that the process N restricted
on ΩzΩN takes values in N0Yt8u, has right-continuous paths, presents jumps of size (at
most) one, vanishes at t “ 0 and increases to infinity. Without loss of generality we may
and do assume, that ΩN “ H. Denote by T :“ tTnunPN0 and W :“ tWnunPN the arrival
process and interarrival process, respectively (cf. e.g. [23], Section 1.1, page 6 for the
definitions) associated with N . Note also that every arrival process induces a counting
process, and vice versa (cf. e.g. [23], Theorem 2.1.1).
Furthermore, let X :“ tXnunPN be a sequence of positive real-valued random variables
on Ω, and for any t ě 0 define
St :“
#řNt
k“1Xk if t ą 0;
0 if t “ 0.
Accordingly, the sequence X is said to be the claim size process, and the family S :“
tStutPR` of real-valued random variables on Ω is said to be the aggregate claims process
induced by the pair pN,Xq. Recall that a pair pN,Xq is called a risk process, if N is a
counting process, X is P–i.i.d. and the processes N and X are P–independent (see [23],
Chapter 6, Section 6.1).
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The following definition has been introduced in [15], Definition 3.1, see also [17], Defi-
nition 3.2(b).
Definition 3.1. A counting process N is said to be a P–mixed renewal process with
mixing parameter Θ and interarrival time conditional distribution KpΘq (writ-
ten P–MRPpKpΘqq for short), if the induced interarrival process W is P–conditionally
independent and
@ n P N rPWn|Θ “ KpΘq P æ σpΘq-a.s.s.
In particular, if the distribution of Θ is degenerate at some point θ0 P D, then the counting
process N becomes a P–renewal process with interarrival time distribution Kpθ0q (written
P–RPpKpθ0qq for short).
Accordingly, an aggregate claims process S induced by a P–risk process pN,Xq such that
N is a P–MRPpKpΘqq is called a compound mixed renewal process with parame-
ters KpΘq and PX1 (P–CMRPpKpΘq, PX1q for short). In particular, if the distribution
of Θ is degenerate at θ0 P D then S is called a compound renewal process with
parameters Kpθ0q and PX1 (P–CRPpKpθ0q, PX1q for short).
Throughout what follows we denote again by KpΘq and Kpθq the conditional distribution
function and the distribution function induced by the conditional probability distribution
KpΘq and the probability distribution Kpθq, respectively.
The following conditions will be useful for our investigations:
(a1) The pair pW,Xq is P–conditionally independent.
(a2) The random vector Θ and the process X are P–(unconditionally) independent.
Next, whenever condition (a1) and (a2) holds true we shall write that the quadruplet
pP,W,X,Θq or (if no confusion arises) the probability measure P satisfies (a1) and (a2),
respectively.
Since conditioning is involved in the definition of (compound) mixed renewal processes,
it seems natural to investigate the relationship between such processes and regular condi-
tional probabilities. To this purpose, we recall their definition.
Definition 3.2. Let pΥ,H,Rq be a probability probability space. A family tPyuyPΥ of
probability measures on Σ is called a regular conditional probability (rcp for short)
of P over R if
(d1) for each E P Σ the map y ÞÝÑ PypEq is H–measurable;
(d2)
ş
PypEqRpdyq “ P pEq for each E P Σ.
We could use the term of disintegration instead, but it is better to reserve that term to
the general case when Py’s may be defined on different domains (see [20]).
If f : Ω ÝÑ Υ is an inverse-measure-preserving function (i.e. P pf´1pBqq “ RpBq for
each B P H), a rcp tPyuyPΥ of P over R is called consistent with f if, for each B P H
the equality Pypf´1pBqq “ 1 holds for R–almost every y P B.
We say that a rcp tPyuyPΥ of P over R consistent with f is essentially unique, if for
any other rcp t rPyuyPΥ of P over R consistent with f there exists a R–null set L P H such
that for any y R L the equality Py “ rPy holds true.
Remark. If Σ is countably generated (cf. e.g. [3], Section 3.4, page 102 for the definition)
and P is perfect (see [8], p. 291 for the definition), then there always exists a rcp tPyuyPΥ of
P over R consistent with any inverse-measure-preserving map f from Ω into Υ providing
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that H is countably generated (see [8], Theorems 6). So, in most cases appearing in
applications (e.g. Polish spaces) rcps as above always exist.
From now on, unless stated otherwise, the family tPθuθPD is a rcp of P over PΘ con-
sistent with Θ.
Let T Ď R` with 0 P T. For a process YT :“ tYtutPT denote by FYT :“ tFYt utPT the
canonical filtration of YT. For T “ R` or T “ N0 we simply write FY instead of FYR`
or FY
N0
, respectively. Also, we write F :“ tFtutPR` , where Ft :“ σpFSt Y σpΘqq, for the
canonical filtration generated by S and Θ, FS8 :“ σp
Ť
tPR`
FSt q and F8 :“ σpFS8YσpΘqq.
The following characterization of compound mixed renewal processes in terms of rcps
is of independent interest, as it allows us to convert a CMRP into a CRP via a suitable
change of measures. It also plays a fundamental role in the characterization of progressively
equivalent measures that preserve the structure of a CMRP.
Proposition 3.3. If P satisfies conditions (a1) and (a2), the following are equivalent:
(i) S is a P–CMRPpKpΘq, PX1q;
(ii) there exists a PΘ–null set LP P BpDq such that S is a Pθ–CRPpKpθq, PX1q with
PX1 “ pPθqX1 for every θ R LP .
Proof. Assertion (i) is equivalent to the fact that pN,Xq is a risk process and that N
is a P -MRP(KpΘq). But according to [16], Lemma 2.3, and [15], Proposition 3.8, we
equivalently obtain two PΘ–null sets LP,1, LP,2 P BpDq such that the pair pN,Xq is a
Pθ–risk process for any θ R LP,1, and for any θ R LP,2 the process N is a Pθ–RPpKpθqq.
Let us fix an arbitrary A P FX
1
. Since P satisfies condition (a2), applying [12], Lemma
3.5, we get for any B P BpDq thatż
B
PθpAqPΘpdθq “
ż
B
P pAqPΘpdθq,
or equivalently that there exists a PΘ–null set LP,3,A P BpDq such that for any θ R LP,3,A
condition PθpAq “ P pAq holds. But since FX1 is countably generated, by a monotone
class argument we equivalently get a PΘ–null set LP,3 P BpDq such that for any θ R LP,3
condition pPθqX1 “ PX1 holds. Thus, putting LP :“ LP,1 Y LP,2 Y LP,3, we equivalently
get that S is a Pθ–CRPpKpθq, PX1q for any θ R LP , completing in this way the proof. 
Remarks 3.4. (a) An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3 is that, if N is a P–
MRPpKpΘqq then the event of explosion E :“ tsupnPN0 Tn ă 8u is a P–null set.
In fact, if N is a P–MRPpKpΘqq, then by Proposition 3.3 we have that N is a Pθ–
RPpKpθqq for any θ R LP,2. But since any renewal process has finite expectations (cf. e.g.
[24], Proposition 4, page 101) and any counting process with finite expectations has zero
probability of explosion (cf. e.g. [23], Corollary 2.1.5), we obtain that PθpEq “ 0 for any
θ R LP,2; hence condition (d2) implies that
P pEq “
ż
D
PθpEqPΘpdθq “ 0.
(b) Let S be the aggregate claims process induced by the counting process N and the claim
size processX. Fix on arbitrary u P Υ and t P R`, and define the function rut : ΩˆD ÝÑ R
by means of
(1) rut pω, θq :“ u` cpθq ¨ t´ Stpωq for any pω, θq P Ω ˆD,
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where c is a positive BpDq–measurable function. For arbitrary but fixed θ P D, the
process rupθq :“ trut pθqutPR` defined by rut pθq :“ rut pω, θq for any ω P Ω, is called the
reserve process induced by the initial reserve u, the premium intensity or premium
rate cpθq and the aggregate claims process S (see [23], Section 7.1, pages 155-156 for
the definition). The function ψθ defined by ψθpuq :“ Pθptinf rut pθq ă 0uq is called the
probability of ruin for the reserve process rupθq with respect to Pθ (see [23], Section
7.1, page 158 for the definition).
Define the real-valued functions rut pΘq andRut onΩ by means of rut pΘqpωq :“ rut pω,Θpωqq
for any ω P Ω, and Rut :“ rut ˝ pidΩ ˆ Θq, respectively. The process Ru :“ tRut utPR` is
called the reserve process induced by the initial reserve u, the stochastic premium
intensity or stochastic premium rate cpΘq and the aggregate claims process S. The
function ψ defined by ψpuq :“ P ptinf Rut ă 0uq is called the probability of ruin for the
reserve process Ru with respect to P .
We claim that
ψpuq “
ż
D
ψθpuqPΘpdθq for any u P Υ.
In fact, since Rut “ rut pΘq by definition, we have tinf Rut ă 0u “ tinf rut pΘq ă 0u; hence
applying [12], Proposition 3.8 we get
ψpuq “ P ptinf rut pΘq ă 0uq “
ż
Ω
EP rχp´8,0q ˝ inf rut pΘq | ΘsdP
“
ż
Ω
EP‚rχp´8,0q ˝ inf rut p‚qs ˝ΘsdP “
ż
D
EPθ rχp´8,0q ˝ inf rut pθqs ˝ PΘpdθq
“
ż
D
ψθpuqPΘpdθq.
Example 3.5. Assume that P satisfies condition (a1) and (a2), and let S be a P–
CMRPpKpΘq, PX1q with PX1 “ Exppηq and η P Υ . Applying Proposition 3.3 we obtain
a PΘ–null set LP P BpDq such that S is a Pθ–CRPpKpθq, PX1q for any θ R LP ; hence we
may apply [21], Corollary 6.5.2, for δ “ η and γ “ Rpθq in order to obtain
ψθpuq “
ˆ
1´ Rpθq
η
˙
¨ e´Rpθq¨u for any u ě 0,
where Rpθq is the unique positive solution of
EP rer¨X s ¨ EPθre´c¨r¨W1s “ 1.
Consequently, according to Remark 3.4(b), the probability of ruin for a compound mixed
renewal process with exponential claim size distributions is given by
ψpuq “
ż
D
ψθpuqPΘpdθq “
ż
D
ˆ
1´ Rpθq
η
˙
¨ e´Rpθq¨u PΘpdθq for any u ě 0.
In order to prove the main result of this section we need the following auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 3.6. Let Q be a probability measure on Σ such that QΘ „ PΘ, and let tQθuθPD
be a rcp of Q over QΘ consistent with Θ. The following hold true:
(i) if QW1 „ PW1 , then there exists a PΘ-null set M P BpDq such that pQθqW1 „
pPθqW1 for any θ RM ;
(ii) if W is P– and Q–conditionally i.i.d., then there exists a PΘ–null set ĂM P BpDq,
containing the PΘ–null set M , and for any θ R ĂM there exists a pPθqW1–a.s.
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positive Radon-Nikody´m derivative rθ of pQθqW1 with respect to pPθqW1, satisfying
for all n P N0 condition
(2) QθpEq “ EPθrχE ¨
nź
j“1
rθpWjqs for any E P FWn .
Proof. Ad (i): Fix on arbitrary B P BpΥ q, and consider a QΘ–null set MQ,B P BpDq such
that pQθqW1pBq “ 0 for any θ RMQ,B. We then get
QW1pBq “
ż
pQθqW1pBqQΘpdθq “
ż
Mc
Q,B
pQθqW1pBqQΘpdθq,
implying QW1pBq “ 0, or equivalently PW1pBq “ 0 by QW1 „ PW1 . It then follows by
the property (d2) of tPθuθPD that there exists a PΘ–null set MP,B P BpDq such that
pPθqW1pBq “ 0 for any θ R MP,B. Replacing Q with P , and assuming that there exists a
PΘ–null set NP,B P BpDq such that pPθqW1pBq “ 0 for any θ R NP,B, we conclude that
there exists a QΘ–null set NQ,B P BpDq such that pQθqW1pBq “ 0 for any θ R NQ,B. Put
MB :“MQ,B YMP,B YNQ,B YNP,B P BpDq. Clearly MB is a PΘ–null set by PΘ „ QΘ.
But since BpΥ q is countably generated, by a monotone class argument we can find a P–
null set M :“ ŤBPGBpΥ q MB P σpΘq, where GBpΥ q is a countable generator of BpΥ q which
is closed under finite intersections, such that pQθqW1 „ pPθqW1 for any θ R M ; hence (i)
follows.
Ad (ii): Since W is P– and Q–conditionally i.i.d. and QΘ „ PΘ, it follows by [15],
Lemma 3.7, that there exists a PΘ–null set M1 P BpDq such that W is Pθ– and Qθ–i.i.d.
for any θ RM1. Put ĂM :“M1 YM and fix on arbitrary n P N. Assertion (i) implies that
for any θ R ĂM there exists a pPθqW1–a.s. positive Radon-Nikody´m derivative rθ of pQθqW1
with respect to pPθqW1 such that
pQθqpW´1n rBsq “ EPθ
”
χ
W´1n rBs
¨ rθpWnq
ı
for any B P BpΥ q.
Putting rCWn :“ !Şnj“1Cj : Cj P σpWjq), we have that rCWn is a generator of FWn ,
closed under finite intersections, and that any C P rCWn satisfies condition (2) by the
Pθ–independence of W for any θ R ĂM . If by rDWn is denoted the family of all E P FWn
satisfying condition (2), it can be easily shown that it is a Dynkin class containing rCWn ;
hence by Dynkin Lemma we obtain rDWn “ FWn , i.e. condition (2) holds. 
Notations 3.7. (a) Let h be a real-valued, one to one BpΥ q–measurable function. The
class of all real-valued BpΥ q–measurable functions γ such that EP
“
h´1 ˝ γ ˝X1
‰ “ 1
will be denoted by FP,h :“ FP,X1,h. The class of all real-valued BpDq–measurable func-
tions ξ on D such that PΘptξ ą 0uq “ 1 and EP rξpΘqs “ 1 is denoted by R`pDq :“
R`pD,BpDq, PΘq.
(b) Denote by MkpDq (k P N) the class of all BpDq–BpRkq–measurable functions on
D. In the special case k “ 1 we write MpDq :“ M1pDq. By M`pDq will be denoted
the class of all positive BpDq–measurable functions on D. Two probability measures P
and Q on Σ are called progressively equivalent, if they are equivalent (in the sense of
absolute continuity) on each Ft (in symbols, Q æ Ft „ P æ Ft for any t ě 0). For each
ρ PMkpDq the class of all probability measures Q on Σ which satisfy conditions (a1) and
(a2), are progressively equivalent to P , and such that S is a Q–CMRPpΛpρpΘqq, QX1q, is
denoted by MS,ΛpρpΘqq :“ MS,ΛpρpΘqq,P,X1 . In the special case d “ k and ρ :“ idD we
write MS,ΛpΘq :“MS,ΛpρpΘqq for simplicity.
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(c) For given ρ P MkpDq and θ P D, denote by MS,Λpρpθqq the class of all proba-
bility measures Qθ on Σ, such that Qθ æ Ft „ Pθ æ Ft for any t P R` and S is a
Qθ–CRPpΛpρpθqq, pQθqX1q.
From now on, unless stated otherwise, h is as in Notations 3.7(a), and P PMS,KpΘq is
the initial probability measure under which S is a P–CMRPpKpΘq, PX1q.
Recall that amartingale in L1pP q adapted to the filtration YT or a YT–martingale
in L1pP q is a family YT :“ tYtutPT of real–valued random variables in L1pP q such that each
Yt is Yt–measurable and whenever s ď t in T condition
ş
A
Ys dP “
ş
A
Yt dP holds true for
all A P Ys. A YT-martingale tYtutPT in L1pP q is a.s. positive if Yt is P–a.s. positive for
each t P T. For YR` “ F we simply say that Y :“ YR` is a martingale in L1pP q.
Lemma 3.8. For given ρ P MkpDq, let Q P MS,ΛpρpΘqq and tQθuθPD be a rcp of Q over
QΘ consistent with Θ. Then there exist a PΘ–null set L˚ P BpDq and a PX1–a.s. unique
function γ P FP,h such that for any θ R L˚
(3) QθpAq “ EPθrχA ¨ ĂM pγqt pθqs for all 0 ď u ď t and A P FSu ,
where
ĂM pγqt pθq :“
«
Ntź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γ ˝Xjq ¨ dΛpρpθqq
dKpθq pWjq
ff
¨ 1´Λpρpθqqpt´ TNtq
1´Kpθqpt´ TNtq
,
and the family ĂM pγqpθq :“ tĂM pγqt pθqutPR` is an a.s. positive FS–martingale in L1pPθq,
satisfying condition EPθrĂM pγqt pθqs “ 1 for any t P R`
Proof. We split the proof into the following steps.
(a) Conditions QΘ „ PΘ, QW1 „ PW1 and QX1 „ PX1 hold true.
In fact, let us fix on arbitrary t P R`. Since P æ Ft „ Q æ Ft, we have QΘ „ PΘ by
σpΘq Ď Ft, while by [5], Lemma 2.1, we have QX1 æ FSt „ PX1 æ FSt implying QX1 „ PX1
by FSt Ď Ft. Finally, applying similar arguments to those of the proof of Proposition 2.1
form [18], we get QWn æ FSt „ PWn æ FSt , implying QWn „ PWn for any n P N by FSt Ď Ft.
The latter together with Remark 2.1 yields QW1 „ PW1 .
(b) There exists a PΘ–null set rL :“ LP YLQ P BpDq, such that for any θ R rL the aggre-
gate process S is a Pθ–CRP(Kpθq, PX1) with PX1 “ pPθqX1 , and a Qθ–CRP(Λpρpθqq, QX1q
with QX1 “ pQθqX1 .
In fact, due to Proposition 3.3 there exist a PΘ–null set LP P BpDq and a QΘ–null set
LQ P BpDq such that the process S is a Pθ–CRP(Kpθq, PX1) and aQθ–CRP(Λpρpθqq, QX1)
with PX1 “ pPθqX1 and QX1 “ pQθqX1 for any θ R LP and any θ R LQ, respectively. Thus,
taking into account that PΘ „ QΘ by (a), we obtain that rL P BpDq is a PΘ–null set such
that for any θ R rL the conclusion of (b) holds.
(c) There exists a PΘ–null set ĂM P BpDq, and for any θ R ĂM there exists a pPθqW1–
a.s. positive Radon-Nikody´m derivative rθ of pQθqW1 with respect to pPθqW1 satisfying
condition (2).
In fact, since PΘ „ QΘ by (a), and W is P– and Q–conditionally independent by
assumption, we can apply Lemma 3.6 in order to conclude the validity of (c).
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(d) There exists a PX1–a.s. unique function γ P FP,h, defined by means of γ :“ h ˝ f ,
where f is a PX1–a.s. positive Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QX1 with respect to PX1 ,
satisfying for every n P N0 condition
(4) QpEq “ EP rχE ¨
nź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γ ˝Xjqs for any E P FXn .
In fact, since PX1 „ QX1 by (a), we can apply [18], Lemma 2.2(a), in order to get (d).
(e) There exists a PΘ–null set L˚ P BpDq such that for any θ R L˚ the conclusion of
the lemma holds true.
In fact, put L˚ :“ rL Y ĂM and fix on an arbitrary θ R L˚. Since pQθqW1 „ pPθqW1 by
(c), and pQθqX1 „ pPθqX1 by (a) and (b), we can apply [18], Proposition 2.1, to complete
the whole proof. 
For a given aggregate claims process S on pΩ,Σq, in order to characterize the pro-
gressively equivalent measures that preserve the structure of a compound mixed renewal
process (see Theorem 4.5), one has to be able to characterize the Radon-Nikody´m deriva-
tives dQ{dP . The next result provides such a characterization, as well as the one direction
of our main result.
Proposition 3.9. For given ρ P MkpDq, let Q be a probability measure on Σ satisfying
conditions (a1), (a2) and such that S is a Q–CMRPpΛpρpΘqq, QX1q. If tQθuθPD is a rcp
of Q over QΘ consistent with Θ, then the following are all equivalent:
(i) Q æ Ft „ P æ Ft for any t P R`;
(ii) QX1 „ PX1 , QW1 „ PW1 and QΘ „ PΘ;
(iii) QΘ „ PΘ and there exist a PΘ–null set L˚˚ P BpDq and a PX1–a.s. unique
function γ P FP,h such that for any θ R L˚˚
(RRMθ) QθpAq “
ż
A
ĂM pγqt pθq dPθ for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu
and the family ĂM pγqpθq :“ tĂM pγqt pθqutPR` , involved in condition (3), is a Pθ–a.s.
positive martingale in L1pPθq satisfying condition EPθ rĂM pγqt pθqs “ 1;
(iv) there exist an essentially unique pair pγ, ξq P FP,h ˆR`pDq, where ξ is a Radon-
Nikody´m derivative of QΘ with respect to PΘ, such that
(RRMξ) QpAq “
ż
A
M
pγq
t pΘq dP for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu,
where
M
pγq
t pΘq :“ ξpΘq ¨ ĂM pγqt pΘq,
and the family M pγqpΘq :“ tM pγqt pΘqutPR` is a P–a.s. positive martingale in
L1pP q satisfying condition EP rM pγqt pΘqs “ 1.
Proof. Fix on arbitrary t ě 0 and let u P r0, ts. Note that the implication (i) ùñ (ii)
follows by Lemma 3.8.
Ad (ii) ùñ (iv): Since QΘ „ PΘ, it follows that there exists a PΘ–a.s. positive Radon-
Nikody´m derivative ξ P R`pDq. Assumption QX1 „ PX1 together with [18], Lemma
2.2(a), implies the existence of a PX1–a.s. positive unique function γ P FP,h satisfying
condition (4). We split the remaining proof of this part into several steps.
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(a) For any A P Fu condition EP rχA ¨ ĂM pγqu pΘqs “ EPΘ ”EPθ rχA ¨ ĂM pγqu pθqsı holds true.
In fact, put µ :“ P ˝pidΩˆΘq´1 and for any A P Fu consider the FubBpDq–measurable
map v :“ χA ¨ ĂM pγqu : Ω ˆ D ÝÑ R. We will show first that v P L1pµq. Since tPθuθPD
is a rcp of P over PΘ consistent with Θ, it follows by [12], Proposition 3.7, that it is a
product rcp on Σ for µ with respect to PΘ (see [25], Definition 1.1, for the definition and
the properties of a product rcp); henceż
v dµ “
ż
D
ż
Ω
vθ dPθ PΘpdθq “
ż
D
ż
Ω
χA ¨ ĂM pγqu pθq dPθ PΘpdθq
“
ż
D
EPθrχA ¨ ĂM pγqu pθqsPΘpdθq ď ż
D
PΘpdθq “ 1,
where the first equality follows by [12], Remark 3.4(c), and the inequality follows from
Lemma 3.8. Thus, applying [12], Proposition 3.8(ii), for v ˝ pidΩ ˆΘq, we get the desired
conclusion.
(b) Consider the family of sets
Gu :“
#
mč
k“1
Ak : Ak P FSu Y σpΘq, m P N
+
.
Then condition QpGq “ ş
G
M
pγq
u pΘq dP for all G P Gu, holds true.
In fact, for any G P Gu there exist an integer m P N and a finite sequence tAkukPt1,...,mu
in FSu Y σpΘq, such that G “
Şm
k“1Ak. Putting
IΘ :“ tk P t1, . . . ,mu : Ak P σpΘqu and IH :“
 
k P t1, . . . ,mu : Ak P FSu zσpΘq
(
we get IΘ Y IH “ t1, . . . ,mu,
Ş
kPIΘ
Ak P σpΘq and
Ş
kPIH
Ak P FSu . Since
Ş
kPIΘ
Ak P
σpΘq, there exists a set F P BpDq such that ŞkPIΘ Ak “ Θ´1rF s. The latter, together
with the consistency of tQθuθPD with Θ, yields
QpGq “ Qp
č
kPIH
Ak XΘ´1rF sq pd2q“
ż
FXLc˚
Qθp
č
kPIH
AkqQΘpdθq
“
ż
FXLc˚
EPθ rχŞkPIH Ak ¨ ĂM pγqu pθqsQΘpdθq “
ż
G
M pγqu pΘq dP,
where the third equality follows by Lemma 3.8 and the fourth one by (a) along with the
fact that ξ is a Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QΘ with respect to PΘ.
(c) The family M pγqpΘq is a martingale in L1pP q, and for every A P Fu condition
(RRMξ) holds true.
In fact, if we denote by Du is the family of all A P Fu satisfying condition (RRMξ),
it follows by (b) that Gu Ď Du, while an easy computation justifies that Du is a Dynkin
class. Therefore, by the Dynkin Lemma we get
(5) QpAq “
ż
A
M pγqu pΘq dP for any A P Fu,
implying ż
A
M pγqu pΘq dP “
ż
A
M
pγq
t pΘq dP for any A P Fu;
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hence M pγqpΘq is a martingale in L1pP q. The latter along with condition (5) yields
(RRMξ).
(d) M pγqpΘq is P–a.s. positive and satisfies condition EP rM pγqt pΘqs “ 1.
In fact, first note that condition (RRMξ) for A “ Ω yields
EP rM pγqt pΘqs “
ż
Ω
M
pγq
t pΘq dP “ QpΩq “ 1.
Furthermore, since ĂM pγqpθq is a Pθ–a.s. positive FS–martingale in L1pPθq for any θ R L˚,
applying Lemma 3.8 we obtain
P ptĂM pγqt pΘq ą 0uq “ ż
Lc˚
PθptĂM pγqt pθq ą 0uqPΘpdθq “ 1,
implying, together with condition PΘptξ ą 0uq “ 1, that M pγqpΘq is P–a.s. positive.
Ad (iv) ùñ (i): The implication (iv) ùñ (i) is immediate, since condition (RRMξ)
along with P ptM pγqt pΘq ą 0uq “ 1 implies (i).
Ad (iv) ùñ (iii): Fix on arbitrary A P Fu, F P BpDq and n P N0. We first establish the
validity of the following claim:
Claim 3.10. Condition
Fu X tNu “ nu “ σpFXn Y FWn Y σpΘqq X tNu “ nu
holds true.
Proof. Since inclusion σpFXn Y FWn Y σpΘqq X tNu “ nu Ď Fu X tNu “ nu is obvious, we
only have to show the inverse one. To this purpose, let Gu, IΘ and IH be as in step (b). For
any G P Gu there exist an integer m P N and a finite sequence tAkukPt1,...,mu in FSu YσpΘq,
such that G “ Şmk“1Ak. Then there exists a set B P BpDq such that ŞkPIΘ Ak “ Θ´1rBs;
hence
GX tNu “ nu “
˜ č
kPIH
Ak XΘ´1rBs
¸
X tNu “ nu “
˜ č
kPIH
Ak X tNu “ nu
¸
XΘ´1rBs.
But since
Ş
kPIH
Ak P FSu , we get by [18], Lemma 2.1, that there exists a set Bn P
σpFXn Y FWn q such that č
kPIH
Ak X tNu “ nu “ Bn X tNu “ nu;
hence
GX tNu “ nu “ pBn X tNu “ nuq XΘ´1rBs “
`
Bn XΘ´1rBs
˘X tNu “ nu,
implying
Gu X tNu “ nu Ď σpFXn Y FWn Y σpΘqq X tNu “ nu,
completing in this way the proof of the claim. 
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Since tQθuθPD is a rcp of Q over QΘ consistent with Θ we get
Q
`pAX tNu “ nuq XΘ´1rF s˘ pd2q“ ż
F
QθpAX tNu “ nuqQΘpdθq
“
ż
F
ξpθq ¨QθpAX tNu “ nuqPΘpdθq.
Moreover, since pAX tNu “ nuq XΘ´1rF s P Fu, we get by (iv) that
Q
`pAX tNu “ nuq XΘ´1rF s˘ “ ż
AXtNu“nuqXΘ´1rF s
M
pγq
t pΘq dP
“
ż
AXtNu“nuqXΘ´1rF s
ξpΘq ¨ ĂM pγqt pΘq dP
“
ż
Θ´1rF s
ξpΘq ¨ EP rχAXtNu“nu ¨ ĂM pγqt pΘq | Θs dP
“
ż
F
ξpθq ¨ EPθrχAXtNu“nu ¨ ĂM pγqt pθqsPΘpdθq,
where the last equality follows by [12], Lemma 3.5; henceż
F
ξpθq ¨QθpAX tNu “ nuqPΘpdθq “
ż
F
ξpθq ¨ EPθ rχAXtNu“nu ¨ ĂM pγqt pθqsPΘpdθq,
implying that there exists a PΘ–null set L˚˚,AXtNu“nu P BpDq, containing L˚, such that
(6) QθpAX tNu “ nuq “ EPθ rχAXtNu“nu ¨ ĂM pγqt pθqs
for any θ R L˚˚,AXtNu“nu.
But, due to Claim 3.10, the σ–algebra Fu X tNu “ nu is countably generated; hence
there exists a countable generator Gu,n of its, closed under finite intersections. Putting
L˚˚ :“
ď
tL˚˚,AXtNu“nu : AX tNu “ nu P Gu,nu,
we get a PΘ–null set in BpDq such that condition (6) holds for any AX tNu “ nu P Gu,n
and θ R L˚˚. It is then easy to see that the family Du,n of all elements of Fu X tNu “ nu
satisfying condition (6) for any θ R L˚˚ is a Dynkin class containing Gu,n. Thus, Du,n “
FuXtNu “ nu by the Dynkin Lemma, i.e. condition (6) holds for any A P Fu and θ R L˚˚.
The latter, along with Proposition 3.3 as well as Remark 3.4(a), yields
QθpAq “
8ÿ
n“0
QθpAX tNu “ nuq “ EPθ rχA ¨ ĂM pγqt pθqs for any θ R L˚˚.
Ad (iii) ùñ (i): Assuming assertion (iii) we get that Qθ æ Ft „ Pθ æ Ft for any t ě 0
and θ R L˚˚. But since QΘ „ PΘ assertion (i) is immediate. 
Due to Proposition 3.9, under the weak conditions QX1 „ PX1 , QW1 „ PW1 and QΘ „
PΘ the measures P and Q are equivalent on each σ–algebra Ft. We will show here that
this result does not, in general, hold true for the σ–algebra F8.
Proposition 3.11. Let be given Q PMS,ΛpρpΘqq and tQθuθPD a rcp of Q over QΘ consis-
tent with Θ. The following assertions hold true:
(i) if there exists a PΘ–null set pL1 in BpDq such that Pθ “ Qθ for any θ R pL1, then
the measures P and Q are equivalent on F8;
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(ii) if there exists a PΘ–null set pL2 in BpDq such that Pθ ‰ Qθ for any θ R pL2, then
the measures P and Q are singular on F8, i.e. there exists a set E P F8 such
that P pEq “ 0 if and only if QpEq “ 1.
Proof. First note that since Q PMS,ΛpρpΘqq, we get QΘ „ PΘ by Proposition 3.9.
Ad (i): Assume that Pθ “ Qθ for any θ R pL1, and consider the family
G8 :“
#
mč
k“1
Ak : Ak P FS8 Y σpΘq, m P N
+
.
We then have Q æ G8 „ P æ G8.
In fact, let A P G8 such that QpAq “ 0. It then follows that there exists a number
m P N and a finite sequence tAkukPt1,...,mu in FS8Y σpΘq such that A “
Şm
k“1Ak. Putting
IΘ :“ tk P t1, . . . ,mu : Ak P σpΘqu and IH :“
 
k P t1, . . . ,mu : Ak P FS8zσpΘq
(
we get IΘYIH “ t1, . . . ,mu,
Ş
kPIΘ
Ak P σpΘq and C :“
Ş
kPIH
Ak P FS8. Since
Ş
kPIΘ
Ak P
σpΘq, there exists a set B P BpDq such that ŞkPIΘ Ak “ Θ´1rBs, implying
0 “ QpC XΘ´1rBsq “
ż
B
QθpCqQΘpdθq.
If QΘpBq “ 0 then PΘpBq “ 0 by QΘ „ PΘ; hence P pAq “ 0.
If QΘpBq ą 0 then there exists a QΘ–null set LQ,C P BpDq such that QθpCq “ 0 for
any θ R LQ,C , implying that PθpAq “ 0. In the same way, replacing Q with P , we get
that P pAq “ 0 implies QpAq “ 0 for any A P G8. Considering now the family D8 of all
A P F8 such that QpAq “ 0 if and only if P pAq “ 0, we have that D8 is a Dynkin class
containing G8. Thus, we may apply the Dynkin Lemma in order to conclude the validity
of (i).
Ad (ii): By Proposition 3.3 along with Proposition 3.9, (i) ùñ (ii), there exists a PΘ–
and QΘ–null set rL “ LP YLQ such that the aggregate process S is a Pθ-CRP(Kpθq, PX1)
with PX1 “ pPθqX1 and a Qθ–CRP(Λpρpθqq, QX1) with QX1 “ pQθqX1 for any θ R rL.
Thus, applying [18], Remark 3.1, we get that for any θ R pL2 Y rL the measures Pθ and Qθ
are singular on FS8 ; hence on F8. Consequently, P and Q are singular on F8. 
Proposition 3.9 allows us to explicitly calculate Radon-Nikody´m derivatives for various
cases appearing in applications. In the next example we consider the mixed Poisson
process (cf. e.g. [23], page 87 for its definition). A common choice for the distribution of
Θ in Risk Theory is the Gamma distribution. In the case of a mixed Poisson process that
process is called Po´lya-Lundberg process (cf. e.g. [23], page 100 for its definition and basic
properties). In order to present our first example recall the inverted Gamma distribution
with parameters a, b P Υ (written IGpb, aq for short), i.e.
IGpb, aqpBq :“
ż
B
ba
Γpaq ¨ x
´pa´1q ¨ e´b{x λpdxq for any B P BpΥ q.
Example 3.12. Take D :“ Υ , ρ P M`pΥ q defined by means of ρpxq :“ 1{x, h :“ ln,
Θ : Ω ÝÑ Υ , P P MS,ExppΘq and Q P MS,ExppρpΘqq, such that PΘ “ Gapb1, a1q and
QΘ “ IGapb2, a2q with a1, a2, b1, b2 ą 0. By Proposition 3.9 there exists an essentially
unique pair pγ, ξq P FP,h ˆR`pΥ q such that
QpAq “
ż
A
M
pγq
t pΘq dP for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu,
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where M
pγq
t pΘq :“ b
a2
2
b
a1
1
¨ Γpa1q
Γpa2q
¨ eb1Θ´b2{Θ
Θa1`a2
¨ e
řNt
j“1 γpXj q ¨
´
ρpΘq
Θ
¯Nt ¨ e´tpρpΘq´Θq.
4. The Characterization
Before we formulate the inverse of Proposition 3.9, i.e. that for a given pair pγ, ξq P
FP,hˆR`pDq there exists a unique probability measure Q PMS,ΛpρpΘqq, we have to prove
the following result concerning the construction of compound mixed renewal processes.
To this purpose we recall the following notations concerning product probability spaces.
By pΩ ˆ Ξ,Σ bH,P b Rq we denote the product probability space of the probability
spaces pΩ,Σ,P q and pΞ,H,Rq. If I is an arbitrary non-empty index set, we write PI for
the product measure on ΩI and ΣI for its domain.
Throughout what follows, we put rΩ :“ ΥN ˆ ΥN, rΣ :“ Bp rΩq “ BpΥ qN b BpΥ qN,
Ω :“ rΩ ˆD and Σ :“ rΣ bBpDq for simplicity.
The following result enables us to construct canonical probability spaces admitting
compound mixed renewal processes.
Proposition 4.1. Let µ be a probability measure on BpDq, and for any n P N and fixed
θ P D let Pnpθq :“ Kpθq and Rn :“ R be probability measures on BpΥ q. Assume that for
any fixed B P BpΥ q the function θ ÞÝÑ KpθqpBq is BpDq–measurable. Then there exist:
(i) a family tPθuθPD of probability measures Pθ :“ K pθqN bRN b δθ on Σ, where δθ
is the Dirac measure on BpDq concentrated on θ, and a probability measure P on
Σ such that tPθuθPD is a rcp of P over µ consistent with Θ :“ πD, where πD is
the canonical projection from Ω onto D, and PΘ “ µ;
(ii) a counting process N being a P–MRPpKpΘqq, the interarrival process W of which
satisfies condition pPθqWn “ Kpθq for all n P N, a claim size process X satis-
fying condition PXn “ R for all n P N, such that the quadruplet pP,W,X,Θq
satisfies conditions (a1) and (a2), and an aggregate claims process S being a P–
CMRPpKpΘq, PX1q.
Proof. Fix on arbitrary θ P D and n P N, and consider the product probability space
p rΩ, rΣ, rPθq constructed in [18], page 51, where rPθ :“ pbnPNPnpθqqbRN. We split the proof
into several steps. The first two steps establish the validity of (i), the remaining concern
assertion (ii) of the proposition.
(a) For any fixed F P rΣ the function θ ÞÝÑ rPθpF q is BpDq–measurable.
In fact, since by assumption, for any fixed B P BpΥ q each function θ ÞÝÑ PnpθqpBq is
BpDq–measurable, it follows by a monotone class argument that the same holds true for
the function θ ÞÝÑ rPθpF q for any fixed F P rΣ.
(b) Define the set-functions rP : rΣ ÝÑ R` and P : Σ ÝÑ R` by means ofrP pF q :“ ż rPθpF qµpdθq for all F P rΣ.
and
P pEq :“
ż rPθpEθqµpdθq for each E P Σ,
where Eθ :“
!rω P rΩ : prω, θq P E) is the θ–section of E, respectively. Then rP and P are
probability measures on rΣ and Σ, respectively, such that tPθuθPD is a rcp of P over µ
consistent with Θ and PΘ “ µ.
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In fact, obviously rP and P are probability measures on rΣ and Σ, respectively. It is
easy to see that t rPθuθPD is a product rcp on rΣ for P with respect to µ (see [25], Definition
1.1, for the definition and its properties). Put Pθ :“ rPθ b δθ. Clearly, Pθ is a probability
measure on Σ. So, we may apply [14], Proposition 3.5, to get that tPθuθPD is a rcp of P
over µ consistent with the canonical projection πD from Ω onto D. Putting Θ :“ πD we
get PΘ “ µ, completing in this way the proof of statement (i).
(c) There exists a counting process N and a claim size process X such that the quadru-
plet pP,W,X,Θq satisfies conditions (a1), (a2), W is Pθ–i.i.d. and the pair pN,Xq is both
a P– and Pθ– risk process for any θ P D.
In fact, denote by π
Ω rΩ the canonical projection from Ω onto rΩ, and by ĂWn and rXn the
canonical projections from Ω onto the n–coordinate of the first and the second factor of
Ω “ ΥN ˆ ΥN ˆD, respectively. Put Wn :“ ĂWn ˝ πΩ rΩ and Xn :“ rXn ˝ πΩ rΩ and get
(7) Kpθq “ pPθqWn “ p rPθqWn and R “ pPθqXn “ p rPθqXn .
Since p rΩ, rΣ, rPθq is a product probability space and ĂWn, rXn are the canonical projec-
tions, applying standard computations we get that the processes W :“ tWkukPN and
X :“ tXkukPN are rPθ–independent and rPθ–mutually independent; hence the they are Pθ–
independent and Pθ-mutually independent. Putting Tk :“
řk
m“1Wm for any k P N0 and
T :“ tTkukPN0 , we obtain that N :“ tNtutPR` is the counting process induced by T by
means of Nt :“
ř8
k“1 χtTkďtu for all t P R`. The fact that W and X are Pθ–mutually
independent along with condition (7), yields that the processes N and X are Pθ–mutually
independent. Thus, the pair pN,Xq is a Pθ–risk process.
Since tPθuθPD is a rcp of P over µ consistent with Θ by (b), applying [12], Lemma 4.1,
along with [13], we obtain that W and X are P–conditionally independent, i.e. P satisfies
condition (a1). Furthermore, condition (7) again together with the fact that tPθuθPD is
a rcp of P over µ consistent with Θ by (b), implies that PXn “ R and condition (a2) is
satisfied by P . Thus, taking into account the fact that X is Pθ–i.i.d., we may apply [16],
Lemma 3.3(ii), in order to conclude that the process X is P–i.i.d.. Therefore the pair
pN,Xq is a P–risk process.
(d) The aggregate claims process S induced by pN,Xq is a P–CMRP(KpΘq, PX1).
In fact, since the sequence W is Pθ–i.i.d. by (c), it follows that N is a Pθ–RP(Kpθqq,
implying together with the fact that pN,Xq is a Pθ–risk process by (b), that S is a Pθ–
CRPpKpθq, PX1q with PX1 “ pPθqX1 , hence taking into account the fact that P satisfies
conditions (a1), (a2) by (c), we can apply Proposition 3.3 in order to get the conclusion
of (d). Thus, assertion (ii) follows, completing the whole proof. 
Remark 4.2. Due to [18], Lemma 3.1, we get FS8 “ F pW,Xq8 , implying together with
Proposition 4.1 that Σ “ F pW,X,Θq8 “ F8.
Notation 4.3. For given ρ P MkpDq, let θ P D and let Kpθq and Λpρpθqq be probability
distributions on BpΥ q. For any n P N0 the class of all likelihood ratios gn :“ gρ,n :
Υ n`1 ˆD ÝÑ Υ defined by means of
gnpw1, . . . , wn, t, θq :“
” nź
j“1
dΛpρpθqq
dKpθq pwjq
ı
¨ 1´Λpρpθqqpt´ wq
1´Kpθqpt´ wq
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for any pw1, . . . , wn, t, θq P Υ n`1 ˆ D, where w :“
řn
j“1wj , will be denoted by Gn,ρ.
Notation Gρ stands for the set tg “ tgnunPN0 : gn P Gn,ρ for any n P N0u of all sequences
of elements of Gn,ρ.
Throughout what follows Kpθq, Λpρpθqq and g P Gρ are as in Notation 4.3, and P , Θ,
tPθuθPD and S are as in Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.4. For given ρ P MkpDq let pγ, ξq P FP,h ˆ R`pDq. Then for every
0 ď u ď t and for all A P Fu condition
QpAq “
ż
A
ξpΘq ¨
«
Ntź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γ ˝Xjq
ff
¨ gpW1, . . . ,WNt , t, Θq dP
determines a unique probability measure Q PMS,ΛpρpΘqq.
Proof. Let pγ, ξq P FP,h ˆ R`pDq and fix on arbitrary t ě 0 and n P N. For any θ P D
define the set-functions qµ : BpDq ÝÑ R and qQnpθq : BpΥ q ÝÑ R, by means ofqµpF q :“ EP rχΘ´1rF s ¨ ξpΘqs for any F P BpDq
and qQnpθqpB1q :“ EPθ „χW´1
1
rB1s
¨
ˆ
dΛpρpθqq
dKpθq ˝W1
˙
for any B1 P BpΥ q,
respectively. Also, consider the set-function qR : BpΥ q ÝÑ R, defined by means ofqRpB2q :“ EP rχX´1
1
rB2s
¨ ph´1 ˝ γ ˝X1qs for any B2 P BpΥ q.
Clearly qµ and qQnpθq are probability measures on BpDq and BpΥ q, respectively, whileqR is a probability measure by [18], Lemma 2.3(a). To show that qQnpθq satisfies condition
(8) qQnpθqpBq “ ΛpρpθqqpBq
for any B P BpΥ q, put CW :“ tp0, ws : w P Υ u. Clearly, CW is a generator of BpΥ q, which
is closed under finite intersections and satisfies condition (8). Denoting by DW the family
of all elements of BpΥ q satisfying condition (8), it can be easily shown that it is a Dynkin
class containing CW ; hence DW “ BpΥ q, i.e. condition (8) holds for any B P BpΥ q.
Thus, applying Proposition 4.1 for qµ, qQnpθq and qR in the place of µ, Pnpθq and R,
respectively, we can construct a family t qQθuθPD of probability measures on Σ defined by
means of qQθ :“ ΛpρpθqqN b qRN b δθ, a probability measure qQ on Σ satisfying conditions
(a1) and (a2) and such that t qQθuθPD is a rcp of qQ over qQΘ “ qµ consistent with Θ and S
is a qQ–CMRPpΛpρpΘqq, qQX1 q with qQX1 “ qR. The latter, together with the definitions ofqµ, qR and qQnpθq, implies that qQΘ „ PΘ, qQX1 „ PX1 and p qQθqW1 „ pPθqW1 for any θ P D.
But since p qQθqW1 „ pPθqW1 for any θ P D and tPθuθPD and t qQθuθPD are rcps of P over
PΘ and of qQ over qQΘ, respectively, consistent with Θ, it follows easily that qQW1 „ PW1 .
Applying now Proposition 3.9, we get qQ æ Ft „ P æ Ft, implying that qQ PMS,ΛpρpΘqq, or
equivalently
qQpAq “ ż
A
ξpΘq ¨
Ntź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γ ˝Xjq ¨ gpW1, . . . ,WNt , t, Θq dP
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for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu. Thus Q æ Fu “ qQ æ Fu for all u P R`; hence Q æ qΣ “ qQ æ qΣ,
where qΣ :“ ŤuPR` Fu, implying that Q is σ–additive on qΣ and that qQ is the unique
extension of Q on Σ “ σp qΣq, completing in this way the proof. 
The following result is the desired characterization of progressively equivalent measures
that preserve the structure of a compound mixed renewal process.
Theorem 4.5. Let be given an arbitrary ρ PMkpDq. Then the following hold true:
(i) for any Q P MS,ΛpρpΘqq there exist an essentially unique pair pγ, ξq P FP,h ˆ
R`pDq, where ξ is a Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QΘ with respect to PΘ, satis-
fying condition (RRMξ);
(ii) conversely, for any pair pγ, ξq P FP,h ˆ R`pDq there exists a unique probability
measure Q PMS,ΛpρpΘqq determined by condition (RRMξ);
(iii) in both cases (i) and (ii), there exists an essentially unique rcp tQθuθPD of Q over
QΘ consistent with Θ and a PΘ–null set L˚˚ P BpDq, satisfying for any θ R L˚˚
conditions Qθ PMS,Λpρpθqq and (RRMθ).
Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) follow by Propositions 3.9 and 4.4.
Ad (iii): Since Ω is a Polish space, according to the Remark following Definition 3.2,
there always exists a rcp tQθuθPD of Q over QΘ consistent with Θ; hence assertion (iii) is
an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.9. 
Remark 4.6. Theorem 3.9 of [18] is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5 if the
distribution of Θ under P is degenerate at some θ0 P D.
In fact, assume that µ is a probability measure on BpDq such that µ :“ δθ0 and for a
fixed θ0 P D. According to Remark 4.2, we can construct a probability space pΩ,Σ,P q
such that PΘptθ0uq “ 1 and P P MS,KpΘq. Clearly, if we consider a probability measure
Q P MS,ΛpρpΘqq, then according to Proposition 3.9(ii) we obtain QΘ „ PΘ, implying
QΘptθ0uq “ 1; hence without loss of generality we may assume that Θpωq “ θ0 for any
ω P Ω. Consequently, we obtain σpΘq “ tH, Ωu and Ft “ FSt for any t P R`; hence
F8 “ FS8. Moreover, note that in this case condition (RRMξ) is reduced to condition
(RRMθ). Applying now Theorem 4.5 for a degenerate PΘ we obtain Theorem 3.9 from
[18].
Notation 4.7. Denote by FP,Θ :“ FP,Θ,X1 the class of all real-valuedBpΥˆDq–measurable
functions β on Υ ˆD defined by means of βpx, θq :“ γpxq`αpθq for any x P Υ and θ P D,
where γ P FP,ln and α PMpDq. Moreover, put Spβqt pΘq :“
řNt
j“1 βpXj , Θq for any β P FP,Θ.
Corollary 4.8. If EP rW1|Θs P Υ P æ σpΘq–a.s. the following hold true:
(i) for any pair pρ,Qq P M`pDq ˆ MS,ExppρpΘqq there exists an essentially unique
pair pβ, ξq P FP,Θ ˆR`pDq, where ξ is a Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QΘ with
respect to PΘ, such that
(˚) γ “ ln f and αpΘq “ ln ρpΘq ` lnEP rW1 | Θs P æ σpΘqa.s.,
where f is a PX1–a.s. positive Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QX1 with respect to
PX1 , and
(RPMξ) QpAq “
ż
A
M
pβq
t pΘq dP for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu,
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where
M
pβq
t pΘq :“ ξpΘq ¨
eS
pβq
t pΘq´ρpΘq¨pt´TNt q ¨ pρpΘq ¨ EP rW1 | Θsq´Nt
1´KpΘqpt´ TNtq
¨
Ntź
j“1
dExppρpΘqq
dKpΘq pWjq;
(ii) conversely, for any pair function pβ, ξq P FP,Θ ˆR`pDq there exist a unique pair
pρ,Qq PM`pDq ˆMS,ExppρpΘqq determined by (RPMξ) and satisfying condition
(˚).
(iii) in both cases (i) and (ii), there exists an essentially unique rcp tQθuθPD of Q over
QΘ consistent with Θ and a PΘ–null set rL˚˚ P BpDq, satisfying for any θ R rL˚˚
conditions Qθ PMS,Exppρpθqq,
(r˚) γ “ ln f and ρpθq “ eαpθq
EPθ rW1s
,
and
(RPMθ) QθpAq “
ż
A
ĂM pβqt pθq dPθ for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu,
where
ĂM pβqt pθq :“ eSpβqt pθq´ρpθq¨pt´TNt q ¨ pρpθq ¨ EPθ rW1sq´Nt1´Kpθqpt´ TNtq ¨
Ntź
j“1
dExppρpθqq
dKpθq pWjq.
Proof. Fix on arbitrary t P R`.
Ad (i): If (i) holds then according to Theorem 4.5(i), there exist an essentially unique
pair pγ, ξq P FP,lnˆR`pDq, with γ “ ln f , where f is a Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QX1
with respect to PX1 , and ξ is a Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QΘ with respect to PΘ, such
that
(9) QpAq “
ż
A
ξpΘq ¨ e
řNt
j“1 γpXjq´ρpΘq¨pt´TNt q
1´KpΘqpt´ TNtq
¨
Ntź
j“1
dExppρpΘqq
dKpΘq pWjq dP
for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu. Putting αpΘq “ ln ρpΘq ` lnEP rW1 | Θs P æ σpΘq and
β “ γ ` α, we get that β P FP,Θ and condition (˚) is valid. The latter, together with
condition (9) implies (RPMξ).
Ad (ii): Consider the pair pβ, ξq P FP,Θ ˆ R`pDq and define ρ P M`pDq by means
of ρpΘq :“ eαpΘq{EP rW1 | Θs P æ σpΘq. Then, condition (˚) is satisfied, while applying
Theorem 4.5(ii) for γ “ β ´ α we get a unique probability measure Q P MS,ExppρpΘqq
satisfying condition (RRMξ) or equivalently condition (RPMξ).
Ad (iii): Since Ω is a Polish space, according to the Remark following Definition 3.2,
there always exists a rcp tQθuθPD of Q over QΘ consistent with Θ. By [12], Lemma
3.5, there exists a PΘ–null set U1 P BpDq such that the second equality of condition (˚) is
equivalent to αpθq “ ln ρpθq` lnEPθ rW1s for any θ R U1. The latter along with Proposition
3.9, implies that there exists a PΘ–null set rL˚˚ :“ L˚˚ Y U1 P BpDq such that for any
θ R rL˚˚ conditions (r˚) and (RPMθ) hold true. Clearly, condition (RPMθ) implies that
Qθ PMS,Exppρpθqq for any θ R rL˚˚. 
Remarks 4.9. (a) For the special case P P MS,ExppΘq, Corollary 4.8 yields the main
result of Lyberopoulos & Macheras [16], Theorem 4.3.
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(b) Fix on ℓ P t1, 2u. For given ρ PMkpDq, define the classes
MℓS,ΛpρpΘqq :“ tQ PMS,ΛpρpΘqq : EQrXℓ1s ă 8u
and
FℓP,h :“ tγ P FP,h : EP rXℓ1 ¨ ph´1 ˝ γ ˝X1qs ă 8u.
It can be easily seen that Theorem 4.5 remains true, if we replace the classes MS,ΛpρpΘqq
and FP,h by their subclasses M
ℓ
S,ΛpρpΘqq and F
ℓ
P,h, respectively. Consequently, Corollary
4.8 remains true if we replace d FP,Θ by it subclass
FℓP,Θ :“ tβ “ γ ` α : γ P FℓP,ln and α PMpDqu.
(c) Assuming in Proposition 4.1 that
ş
Υ
xℓRpdxq ă 8 for ℓ P t1, 2u, we get EP rXℓ1s ă 8,
implying that P PMℓ
S,KpΘq.
(d) Note that [12], Lemma 3.5, remains true without the assumption g P L1pP q but
only with the assumption that the integral
ş
g dP is defined in RY t´8,`8u.
In the next examples, applying Corollary 4.8, we show how starting from a given pair
pβ, ξq P FP,ΘˆR`pDq we can construct a unique pair pρ,Qq PM`pDqˆMS,ExppρpΘqq, con-
verting an arbitrary compound mixed renewal process S into a compound mixed Poisson
one.
Throughout what follows assume that EP rW1|Θs P Υ P æ σpΘq–a.s..
In our first example we show how to find a probability measure Q such that S is
converted into a compound Po´lya-Lundberg process under Q.
Example 4.10. Take D :“ Υ , and let Θ be a positive real-valued random variable. As-
sume that PΘ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ æ Bpr0, 1sq,
and denote by g the corresponding probability density function of Θ. Define the function
ξ PM`pΥ q by means of
ξpθq :“ b
a ¨ θa´1 ¨ e´b¨θ
Γpaq ¨ gpθq for any θ P Υ,
where a, b P Υ are constants. Clearly EP rξpΘqs “ 1, implying that ξ P R`pΥ q. Consider
the function βpx, θq :“ γpxq ` ln pθ ¨ EPθrW1sq for any px, θq P Υ 2, with γ P FP,ln; hence
β P FP,Θ. Applying now Corollary 4.8(ii) we get that there exists a unique pair pρ,Qq P
M`pΥ q ˆ MS,ExppρpΘqq satisfying conditions (˚) and (RPMξ). In particular, it follows
from condition (˚) that ρ “ idΥ PΘ–a.s., and that
QΘpBq “ EP rχΘ´1pBq ¨ ξpΘqs “
ż
B
ba ¨ θa´1
Γpaq ¨ e
´b¨θ λpdθq for any B P BpΥ q;
hence the random variable Θ satisfy condition QΘ “ Gapb, aq, implying that S is a
compound Po´lya-Lundberg process under Q.
The following example shows how to choose a probability measure Q under which S
becomes a compound Poisson-Lognormal process. Recall the Lognormal distribution with
parameters µ P R and σ2 P Υ (written LNpµ, σ2q for short) i.e.
LNpµ, σ2qpBq :“
ż
B
1?
2π ¨ σ ¨ x e
´ plnx´µq
2
2¨σ2 λpdxq for any B P BpΥ q.
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Example 4.11. Take D :“ R, and let Θ be a real-valued random variable. Assume
that PΘ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ æ Bpr0, 1sq,
and denote by g the corresponding probability density function of Θ. Define the function
ξ PM`pRq by means of
ξpθq :“ 1?
2π ¨ σ ¨ gpθq ¨ e
´ 1
2¨σ2
¨pθ´µq2 for any θ P R,
where µ P R and σ P Υ are constants. Clearly EP rξpΘqs “ 1, implying that ξ P R`pRq.
Consider the function βpx, θq :“ γpxq ` ln `eθ ¨ EPθ rW1s˘ for any px, θq P Υ ˆ R, with
γ P FP,ln; hence β P FP,Θ. Applying now Corollary 4.8(ii) we get that there exists a
unique pair pρ,Qq P M`pΥ q ˆ MS,ExppρpΘqq satisfying conditions (˚) and (RPMξ). In
particular, it follows from condition (˚) that ρpθq “ eθ for PΘ–a.a θ P R, and that
QΘpBq “ EP rχΘ´1pBq ¨ ξpΘqs “
ż
B
1?
2π ¨ σ ¨ e
´ 1
2¨σ2
¨pθ´µq2
λpdθq for any B P B;
hence the random variable Θ satisfy condition QΘ “ Npµ, σ2q, implying that QρpΘq “
LNpµ, σ2q and that S is a compound Poisson-Lognormal process under Q.
In our final example we show how to transform a compound mixed renewal process into
a compound Poisson-Beta one under a change of measures. Recall the Beta distribution
with parameters a, b P Υ (written Bepa, bq for short) i.e.
Bepa, bqpBq :“
ż
B
Γpa` bq
Γpaq ¨ Γpbq ¨ x
a´1 ¨ p1´ xqb´1 λpdxq for any B P Bpp0, 1qq.
Example 4.12. Take D :“ Υ 2, and let Θ :“ pΘ1, Θ2q be a 2–dimensional random vector,
where Θ1 and Θ2 are two positive real-valued random variables on Ω. Assume also that
PΘ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue product measure λ2 æ Bpr0, 1s2q,
and denote by g : Υ 2 ÝÑ Υ the corresponding probability density function of Θ. Define
the function ξ PM`pΥ 2q by means of
ξpθq :“ ξpθ1, θ2q :“ a
b1`b2 ¨ θb1´1
1
¨ θb2´1
2
Γpb1q ¨ Γpb2q ¨ gpθ1, θ2q ¨ e
´apθ1`θ2q for any pθ1, θ2q P Υ 2
where a, b1, b2 P Υ are constants. Clearly EP rξpΘqs “ 1, implying that ξ P R`pΥ 2q.
Consider the function βpx, θq :“ γpxq` ln θ1¨EPθ rW1s
θ1`θ2
for any px, θq P Υ ˆΥ 2, with γ P FP,ln;
hence β P FP,Θ. Applying now Corollary 4.8(ii) we get that there exists a unique pair
pρ,Qq P M`pΥ q ˆMS,ExppρpΘqq satisfying conditions (˚) and (RPMξ). In particular, it
follows from condition (˚) that ρpθq “ θ1
θ1`θ2
for PΘ–a.a. θ “ pθ1, θ2q P Υ 2 and that
QΘpB1 ˆB2q “ EP rχΘ´1pB1ˆB2q ¨ ξpΘqs
“
ż
B1ˆB2
ab1`b2 ¨ θb1´1
1
¨ θb2´1
2
Γpb1q ¨ Γpb2q ¨ e
´apθ1`θ2q λ2pdθq
“
ż
B1ˆB2
ab1`b2 ¨ θb1´1
1
¨ θb2´1
2
Γpb1q ¨ Γpb2q ¨ e
´apθ1`θ2q λpdθ2qλpdθ1q
“
˜ż
B1
ab1θb1´1
1
Γpb1q ¨ e
´aθ1 λpdθ1q
¸
¨
˜ż
B2
ab2θb2´1
2
Γpb2q ¨ e
´aθ2 λpdθ2q
¸
“ pQΘ1 bQΘ2qpB1 ˆB2q,
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where B1, B2 P BpΥ q; hence QΘ1 “ Gapb1, aq and QΘ2 “ Gapb2, aq and Θ1 and Θ2 are
Q–independent, implying that QρpΘq “ Bepb1, b2q and that S is a compound Poisson-Beta
process.
Another consequence of Theorem 4.5 is the following result which shows that the mar-
tingales Lr :“ tLrt utPR` and the measures Qr appearing in [22], Lemma 8.4, are special
instances of the martingales ĂM pγqpθq and the measures Qθ, respectively, of Theorem 4.5.
Note that Lemma 8.4 of [22], was first proven by Dasios & Embrechts in [4], Theorem 10.
To do it, we first need to establish the validity of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.13. For any r P R` such that EP rerX1s ă 8 and for any θ P LcP , let κθprq be
the unique solution to the equation
(10) MX1prq ¨ pMθqW1
`´κθprq ´ cpθq ¨ r˘ “ 1,
where MX1 and pMθqW1 are the moment generating function of X1 and W1 under the
measures P and Pθ, respectively. (Such a solution exists by e.g. [21], Lemma 11.5.1(a)).
Define the function κ : D ˆ R` ÝÑ R by means of κpθ, rq :“ κθprq for any pθ, rq P
DˆR`, and for fixed r P R` denote by κΘprq the random variable defined by the formula
κΘprqpωq :“ κΘpωqprq for any ω P Ω. Then κΘprq is the P æ σpΘq–a.s. unique solution to
the equation
(11) MX1prq ¨ EP
“
e´
`
κΘprq`cpΘq¨r
˘
W1 | Θ‰ “ 1 P æ σpΘq–a.s..
Proof. Note that, according to Proposition 3.3, there exists a PΘ-null set LP P BpDq such
that the process S is a Pθ–CRP
`
Kpθq, PX1
˘
with PX1 “ pPθqX1 for any θ R LP . Next we
need to establish the following claim.
Claim 4.14. Let u be a r´8,`8s–valued function on DˆΥ such that the integral ş u dM ,
where M :“ PpW1,Θq, is defined in r´8,`8s, and let g :“ upW1, Θq. The following hold
true:
(i) The integral
ş ş
upw, θq pPθqW1pdwqPΘpdθq is defined and equal to
ş
u dM ;
(ii) EP rg | Θs “ EP‚ru‚s ˝Θ P æ σpΘq–a.s.;
(iii)
ş
g dP “ ş ş u‚ dP‚ dPΘ.
Proof. Ad (i): For any θ P D define the probability measure rPθ on BpΥ q by means ofrPθpAq :“ pPθqW1pAq for any A P BpΥ q.
It follows easily that t rPθuθPD is a product rcp on BpΥ q for M with respect to PΘ (see [25],
Definition 1.1 for the definition). By [12], Remark 3.4(b), we have
MpEq “
ż rPθpEθqPΘpdθq for any E P BpD ˆ Υ q;
hence (i) holds for u “ χE . Applying now the standard methods of integration theory
one can show that (i) holds first for non-negative r0,`8s–valued BpD ˆ Υ q–measurable
functions u, and then for general functions u “ u`´u´, where u` and u´ are the positive
and negative parts of u, respectively.
The proof of the statements (ii) and (iii) follow in a similar way as that in [12], Propo-
sition 3.8, by replacing idΩ ˆ f with W1 ˆΘ. 
Due to Claim 4.14 along with Proposition 3.3, we get that equation (10) is equivalent
to equation (11); hence (11) holds and κΘprq is the P æ σpΘq–a.s. unique solution to
(11). 
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Proposition 4.15. For any r P R` such that EP rerX1 s ă 8, and any θ R LP , let κθprq
be the unique solution to the equation (10), and let κΘprq be as in Lemma 4.13. Fix on
arbitrary r P R` as above.
(i) Assume that Q :“ Qr PMS,ΛpρpΘqq with
QX1pB1q :“ QrX1pB1q :“
EP rχX´1
1
rB1s
¨ er¨X1s
EP rer¨X1s for any B1 P BpΥ q
and
QW1|ΘpB2q :“ QrW1|ΘpB2q :“ ΛpρpΘqq :“
EP rχW´1
1
rB2s
¨ e´pκΘprq`cpΘq¨rq¨W1 | Θs
EP re´pκΘprq`cpΘq¨rq¨W1 | Θs
for any B2 P BpΥ q, where the last three equalities hold P æ σpΘq–a.s.. There exists
an essentially unique pair pγ, ξq P FP,ln ˆ R`pDq satisfying conditions γpxq “
r ¨ x´ lnEP rer¨X1s for any x P Υ , and (RRMξ), with
(12) M
pγq
t pΘq “ ξpΘq ¨ ĂM pγqt pΘq P æ σpΘq ´ a.s.,
where
ĂM pγqt pΘq “ er¨St´pκΘprq`cpΘq¨rq¨TNt`lnEP rer¨X1 s ¨
ş8
t´TNt
e´pκΘprq`cpΘq¨rq¨w PW1|Θpdwq
1´KpΘqpt´ TNtq
.
(ii) Conversely, for any pair pγ, ξq with ξ P R`pDq and γpxq :“ r ¨ x ´ lnEP rer¨X1s
for any x P Υ there exists a unique probability measure Q :“ Qr P MS,ΛpρpΘqq
determined by condition (RRMξ) with M
pγqpΘq fulfilling condition (12).
(iii) In both cases (i) and (ii) there exist an essentially unique rcp tQθuθPD :“ tQrθuθPD
of Q over QΘ consistent with Θ and a PΘ-null set L˚˚ P BpDq, satisfying for any
θ R L˚˚ conditions Qθ PMS,Λpρpθqq and (RRMθ), with
ĂM pγqt pθq “ er¨St´pκθprq`cpθq¨rq¨TNt`lnEP rer¨X1 s ¨
ş8
t´TNt
e´pκθprq`cpθq¨rq¨w pPθqW1pdwq
1´Kpθqpt´ TNtq
.
In particular, if PW1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ
restricted to Bpr0, 1sq, then the martingale Lrpθq :“ tLrt pθqutPR` for r P R`, appearing
in [22], Lemma 8.4, coincides with the martingale ĂM pγqpθq for any θ R L˚˚, and for any
t P R` condition
M
pγq
t pΘq “ ξpΘq ¨ Lrt pΘq
holds P æ σpΘq–a.s. true.
Proof. Ad (i): Note that according to Lemma 4.13, κΘprq is the P æ σpΘq-a.s. unique
solution to the equation (11). According to Theorem 4.5(i), there exists an essentially
unique pair pγ, ξq P FP,ln ˆ R`pDq as in (i) with condition (12) following by (10) and
standard computations.
Ad (ii): An easy computation justifies that γ P FP,ln; hence we may apply Theorem
4.5(ii), in order to obtain a unique probability measure Q :“ Qr PMS,ΛpρpΘqq determined
by condition (RRMξ) with the martingale M
pγqpΘq fulfilling condition (12).
Ad (iii): By Theorem 4.5(iii) there exist an essentially unique rcp tQθuθPD :“ tQrθuθPD
of Q over QΘ consistent with Θ and a PΘ-null set L˚˚ P BpDq, satisfying for any θ R L˚˚
conditions Qθ P MS,Λpρpθqq and (RRMθ), while condition (RRMθ) follows by (10) and
standard computations.
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In particular, if PW1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ
restricted to Bpr0, 1sq, then for arbitrary but fixed r P R` and θ R L˚˚, condition (RRMθ)
along with condition (1) yieldsĂM pγqt pθq “ er¨pu`cpθq¨t´rut pθqq´pκθprq`cpθq¨rq¨TNt`lnEP rer¨X1s
¨
ş8
t´TNt
e´pκθprq`cpθq¨rq¨w pPθqW1pdwq
1´Kpθqpt´ TNtq
“ e´r¨prut pθq´uq`pκθprq`cpθq¨rq¨pt´TNt q´κθprq¨t`lnEP rer¨X1 s
¨
ş8
t´TNt
e´pκθprq`cpθq¨rq¨w pPθqW1pdwq
1´Kpθqpt´ TNtq
“ Lrt pθq;
hence ĂM pγqt pθq “ Lrt pθq. The latter, together with Lemma 4.13, implies ĂM pγqt pΘq “
Lrt pΘq P æ σpΘq-a.s.; hence taking into account condition (12) we obtain M pγqt pΘq “
ξpΘq ¨ Lrt pΘq P æ σpΘq-a.s.. 
Finally, it is worth noticing, that for any θ R L˚˚ the two martingales ĂM pγqpθq and Lrpθq
were constructed with a totally different way. The construction of Lrpθq for r ě 0 and
θ R L˚˚ requires the Markovisation of the reserve process rupθq pu P R`q and then uses the
theory of piecewise deterministic Markov processes (cf. e.g. [22], Chapter 8), while the
construction of ĂM pγqpθq is simple, since it is a result of a rather elementary proof consisting
of standard measure theoretic arguments. Note also that the above proposition extends
Lemma 8.4 of [22] to CMRPs. Applications of Proposition 4.15 to the ruin problem for
CMRPs are presented in [26].
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